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The process (Sales and Operations Planning):
•
•
•
•

Statistical forecast
Information from sales, market research, planning and logistics, finance
Incorporated into a final forecast
Judgment is a key component for integration

Why judgmental adjustments?

Forecasting issues
• We know that there are many heuristics and biases (e.g.
anchoring, overconfidence, illusion of control) (Tversky and
Kahneman, 1974; Kahneman, 2012)

• One of the main reasons for adjusting sales forecasts in
practice is promotional and advertising activities (Fildes and
Goodwin, 2007)

• Several features of promotions are needed to be
considered:
• a length and frequency of promotional period,
• possible lag and lead effects;
• a main method for forecasting:
• judgment (Trapero et al., 2013)
• multivariate statistical models (Trapero et al., 2015)
• VAR models (Hanssens et al., 1990).

Literature: incorporating domain knowledge
Study
A

Domain
information

Results

Marketing,
production and
sales
information

•

B

Promotions

May enhance the forecast accuracy when the adjustment size
is not too large

C

Expertise
knowledge

• Comparing three methods of expert knowledge elicitation
(adjustments, 50%-50% and divide-and-conquer),
judgmental adjustments show higher improvements in
accuracy.
• Only negative adjustments led to an improvement in
accuracy

D

Promotional,
marketing,
weather

Participants
• Underestimate promotional uplifts
• Misweight relevant information

•

The relatively larger adjustments - greater average
improvements in accuracy, the smaller adjustments often
damaged it.
General bias towards optimism

A: Fildes et al. (2009); B: Trapero et al. (2013); C: Alvarado-Valencia et al. (2017); D: Fildes et al. (2018)

Experimental setting
Research question:
What is the effect of contextual information of unknown
diagnosticity on human adjustments during promotional periods?
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Design features
•
•

We assume that the average uplift for promotional periods is 50%
Promotional, marketing and hypothetical information for the
upcoming period is provided:
• “Our spending on this campaign is only 20% of our normal spend” (Promo)
• “The promotion is supported by a complimentary trial offer in store to
overcome consumer resistance” (Promo)
• “Based on market research, the Marketing Manager suggests there will be a
positive reaction to the promotion campaign” (Market)
• “Focus groups were excited by the benefits of the promotion” (Market)
• “Sales has no doubts at all. ''We've got a winning promotion formula here”
(Hype)

•

•

Hype and marketing information have unknown diagnosticity for
forecasters, while promotional information was relevant in cases
when Enhanced time series were provided
4 past promotions, each of them lasts for only one period

*Thanks to Prof Paul Goodwin for the contribution

Hypotheses
• H1: Providing forecasters with additional qualitative
information with unknown diagnosticity influences their
adjustments.
• H1a: Presenting contextual information about past promotions
• H1b: Additional qualitative statements about the upcoming period

• H2: Forecasters accept statistical forecasts with integrated
promotional effects in the presence of contextual
information.
• H3: The final forecast accuracy is effected when contextual
information of unknown diagnosticity is presented.

Participants
• Students who completed 'Business Forecasting' module
with one lecture about judgmental forecasting
• The experiment was an voluntary exercise
• Different incentives: private tokens for participation, onetwo prizes for the best performance and just verbal
encouragement (no difference in performance was
identified)

Implementation of the experiment
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*FVA (Forecast Value Added) = Initial MAPE – Final MAPE

MultiLevel modelling
•

Includes fixed and random effects:
• Fixed effects: conventional effects in linear regression
• Mixed effects: give random intercept/slope to uncontrolled
grouping variable

•

Random effects for us:
• Time series (ts)
• Three groups of students: Undergraduate/Masters 2016 or 2017

•

Dependent variables:
• Relative adjustments in logarithms
• FVA, where FVA (Forecast Value Added) = Statistical MAPE – Final
MAPE (after adjustments)

Variables to consider
Technical part (quantitative)

Contextual information
(qualitative)

Last promotional effect

Promotional, marketing
information for the forecasting
period

Current statistical forecast
Low/high data noise

Hype for the forecasting period
Promotional, marketing
information for past promotions

Average promotional effect
Last actual
Other: order of time series, experiment type, expert prior estimates,
usefulness of presented qualitative information, timer

Log-log model

H2

H1

Exploration of possible information overload
Without additional
information about past
promotions

With only one
statement about past
forecasts performance
during promotions

Comparison of ‘Full’ and ‘Simplified’ models
H4: Simplifying the experiment setting will provide more
accurate adjustments.
However, the real forecasting process is typically much more
complex.

• When simplifying the
experiment: participants get
clearer picture and behave
closer to optimality

Conclusions
• In order to analyse how people react to different
types of information, several experiments were
conducted:
1. With qualitative information for both the upcoming
promotional period and past promotions
2. Enhancing the general anchors aiming to overcome
underestimation
3. Without any contextual information about past
periods
4. With a diagnostic statement for past promotional
performance

Conclusions
• Main outcomes:
• Participants tend to ignore contextual information
about past promotions and react to given statements
for the forecasting period:
• Positive promotional, marketing and hype statements
increase adjustments on average

• We find preliminary evidence of information overload
and misinterpretation of the information due to
complexity of the interface
• This is motivation for further research into judgmental
adjustments in forecasting

Thank you for your attention!
Questions?
Anna Sroginis
email: a.sroginis@lancaster.ac.uk
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